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Shield tunnelling has become the development direction of tunnel construction due to its safety, economy, and speed. ,e
complex formation has complicated geological changes, including soft rock, hard rock, and soft and hard inhomogeneous
formation. It is particularly difficult to select and control the tunnelling parameters in shield tunnelling, while the reasonable
selection and control of the tunnelling parameters play an important role in the excavation efficiency, tool wear, and surface
settlement. Based on the tunnel project between the Dinggong Road North Station and the People’s Park Station online 4 of
Nanchang Metro during shield tunnelling construction, this paper collects thrust, torque, and revolution speed of the cutterhead
during shield tunnelling in the complex strata with differentiated argillaceous siltstone and gravel and analyzes these parameters
by means of mathematical statistics analysis, in order to explore the interrelationship between shield tunnelling parameters under
different stratigraphic conditions and put forward optimization suggestions for tunnelling parameters, which can provide a
reference for control of tunnelling parameters of earth pressure shield in composite strata.

1. Introduction

With a rapid increase in the construction of underground
structures, shield tunnelling has been widely used in China’s
metro construction [1–5]. To ensure the stability of the
excavation surface and to control ground settlement, the
earth pressure balance (EPB) shield must be reasonably
matched to the construction parameters during excavation
[6–8]. Shield tunnelling operation affects project scheduling,
cost estimation, and safety risk during metro construction
[9, 10]. Tunnelling by the shield method in a single stratum is
relatively easy, with relatively single and stable tunnelling
parameters and mode and relatively simple construction
technology [11, 12]. However, the application of the shield
method for urban subway tunnels in composite strata with
uneven hardness and frequent changes in rock properties is
faced with many challenges [13], such as the adaptability of
the shield [14], the reasonable selection of tunnelling

parameters [15], and the control of the impact on the
surrounding environment during the tunnelling process
[16, 17].

,e shield tunnelling process is a socio-technical com-
plex system with high uncertainty and nonlinear phe-
nomena in temporal evolution [18]. Specifically, the main
parameters for shield tunnelling include cutterhead rotation
speed, cutterhead torque, screw machine rotation speed,
screw machine torque, shield thrust, and shield advance rate
[19]. At present, many researchers use qualitative or
quantitative approaches to analyze the tunnelling parame-
ters of TBMs [20–22]. Farrokh and Rostami [23] studied the
correlation of tunnel convergence with TBM operational
parameters and chip size and found that tunnel convergence
has shown a strong relationship with the TBM thrust/torque
and rate of penetration (ROP). Armaghani et al. [24] de-
veloped several optimization techniques for predicting the
advanced rate of tunnel boring machines (TBMs) in
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different weathered zones of granite. Liu et al. [25] proposed
an intelligent decision method for the main control pa-
rameters of tunnel boring machines based on multiobjective
optimization of excavation efficiency and cost. Aiming at the
problem that it is difficult to accurately predict and correct
the axis attitude deviation in the shield tunnelling process,
Wang et al. [26] put forward a prediction of axis attitude
deviation and a deviation correction method based on data
driven during shield tunnelling. Wei et al. [27] studied the
prediction of TBM driving speed based on the BP neural
network model of the machine learning method. Xu et al.
[28] analyzed the relationships between the TBM operating
parameters and daily collected TBM data. Zhou et al. [29]
addressed the characteristics of shield tunnelling parameters
(total thrust, torque, penetration rate, rotation rate, advance
speed, and working chamber pressure) by introducing a
visibility graph model implemented in a complex network of
shield tunnelling in metro construction.

At present, there are mainly theoretical calculation
methods and empirical prediction methods for the pre-
diction of shield tunnelling speed and cutterhead torque. In
terms of theoretical calculations, based on a large number of
statistical data, the CSM model developed by the Colorado
School of Mines [30, 31] was proposed to predict parameters
such as cutterhead torque and tunnelling speed. Wang and
Fu [32] established the geometric continuity equation,
physical equation, and balance equation for shield tun-
nelling, and combined with the regression analysis of shield
construction parameters records, the relationships among
each tunnelling parameter were verified. For empirical
prediction, Barton [33] introduced tunnelling parameters
based on the rock quality index Q to form the QTBM model
for the prediction of the tunnelling speed. Bruland [34] used
the shield construction parameters database as the basis,
combined with indoor tests such as rock brittleness tests
and wear tests, to establish the NTNU model to predict the
tunnelling parameters such as the tunnelling speed. In the
theoretical calculation model, the accuracy of prediction
results is determined by the selection of key parameters,
which need to be obtained from specific tests and have
limitations in engineering applications in complex forma-
tions. ,e QTBM model has too many parameters, which
affects its engineering application. ,e NTNU model is not
applicable to hard but poorly integrated formations.

,e geological conditions in Nanchang are very com-
plex, and the shield excavation section shows a typical
composite stratum, which is manifested by a wide range of
geological changes in the excavation direction and the
unevenness of the surrounding rock in the excavation
section. In order to improve the prediction accuracy of
tunnelling parameters in complex strata, this paper takes the
tunnel project of Dinggong Road North Station, People’s
Park Station of Nanchang Metro Line 4 constructed by
shield tunnelling as its support and carries out geological
segmentation and sectional statistical tunnelling parameters
for complex strata based on the basic quality index of
equivalent rock mass in the full section of palm face. In this
paper, a large number of tunnelling parameters of typical
composite strata are combined with the analysis of

tunnelling parameters by mathematical statistics and curve
fitting methods, and the interrelationship between tunnel-
ling parameters in different strata is derived.,e conclusions
and formulas obtained have direct engineering applicability
and practical guiding significance for shield tunnelling in the
later medium-differentiated argillaceous siltstone and gravel
sand composite strata. At the same time, this method of
mathematical and statistical analysis based on a large
amount of data and combined with the analysis of con-
struction data can provide a reference for the analysis of
tunnelling parameters for shield construction in other
composite strata. ,e empirical relational expressions ob-
tained from the statistics of the field tunnelling data have
important guiding significance for the parameter selection
and matching in the design of the earth pressure balance
shield.

2. Research Background

,e interval between the Dinggong Road North Station and
People’s Park Station of Nanchang Rail Transit Line 4 is
excavated by the shield method, with a total length of about
944m. ,e tunnel support structure is a prefabricated
reinforced concrete pipe sheet with a concrete strength grade
of C50, its inner diameter is 5.4m, outer diameter is 6m,
thickness is 0.3m, and width is 1.5m. ,e tunnel crosses
mainly gravelly sand and medium-differentiated muddy
siltstone strata and locally crosses upper-soft and lower-hard
strata. ,e geological longitudinal section is shown in
Figure 1.,e geological conditions revealed by the drill holes
are shown in Figure 2. ,e physical and mechanical pa-
rameters of the main geotechnical bodies are shown in
Table 1. ,e types of groundwater at the site are divided into
pore diving in the strongly weathered zone, fracture water in
the strongly to moderately weathered bedrock, and upper
layer stagnant water locally distributed in the artificial fill
and clayey soil. Groundwater is encountered in all boreholes
of the site.,e water level in each borehole is measured from
3.20 to 9.80m, and the depth of stable water level is 2.80 to
9.60m. ,e change of groundwater level is closely related to
the storage, recharge, and discharge of groundwater. After
September, the water level decreases slowly as the precipi-
tation decreases and is at a low water level fromDecember to
February of the following year.

3. Correlation Analysis of Shield
Tunnelling Parameters
in Different Stratigraphic Conditions

,e tunnel between the Dinggong Road North Station and
People’s Park Station of Nanchang Metro Line 4 has typical
full section soft strata (gravelly sand layer), upper-soft and
lower-hard strata (gravelly sand and medium-differenti-
ated mud siltstone composite strata), and full section
harder rock strata (medium differentiated mud siltstone
strata). ,e interrelationship between tunnelling parame-
ters such as thrust, torque, revolution speed of the cut-
terhead, penetration, tunnelling speed, and chamber earth
pressure varies for shield tunnelling construction in
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different strata. According to the actual measurement data
at the tunnel boring construction site, this paper analyzed
the interrelationship of each tunnelling parameter in soft
and weak strata, s upper-soft and lower-hard strata, and
hard rock stratum in full section, respectively, and com-
pared and analyzed the relationships between the tun-
nelling parameters of different strata in order to explore the

relationship law of each tunnelling parameter under dif-
ferent strata.

Based on a strict mathematical and physical deduction
basis and a semi-empirical approach, Wang and Fu [32]
deduced the relationship between earth pressure balance
shield, total thrust, screw conveyor speed, and tunnelling
speed as shown in the following equations:
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whereD is the diameter of shield machine; δ is the additional
value of panel pressure; λ is the shield opening rate; P0 is the
static Earth pressure at the palm surface; K is the value of
reaction force when the soil is deformed under contact

pressure, which is called plausible stiffness; Ke is the effective
Earth exit ratio; k is the parameter related to the form of
screw conveyor; η is selected according to the surrounding
rock and the efficiency of soil discharge; ΔS is the advancing
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of stratigraphic distribution.
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Figure 2: Geological conditions revealed by the drill holes.
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distance; c0 is the natural heaviness of the soil; and F is the
total resistance of the shield advancing.

According to the data recorded at the tunnel boring
construction site of this project, by curve fitting the scatter
diagrams of each tunnelling parameter of the earth
pressure balance shield under soft and weak strata in full
section, upper-soft and lower-hard composite strata, and
a full section of harder rock strata, the corresponding
relationship curve and relationship equation can be
derived.

R2 used in the curve fitting process is the goodness of
fit, which measures the overall fit of the regression
equation and expresses the overall relationship between
the dependent variable and all independent variables. ,e
value of R2 is from 0 to 1. ,e closer the value of R2 is to 1,
the better the fit of the regression line to the observed
values; conversely, the smaller the value of R2 is, the worse
the fit of the regression line to the observed values. In this
study, the number of statistical samples of tunnelling
parameters is large and there are many construction
influencing factors. ,erefore, we can consider
R2 � 0∼0.09 as no correlation, R2 � 0.0∼0.2 as weak cor-
relation, R2 � 0.2∼0.5 as medium correlation and
R2 � 0.5∼1.0 as strong correlation.

3.1. Analysis of the Relationship Law of Tunnelling Parameters
in Full-Section Soft Strata

3.1.1. Interrelationship of Chamber Earth Pressure with
Revolution Speed of Screw Conveyor and Tunnelling Speed.
,e revolution speed of the screw conveyor is mainly
controlled manually and does not change much, and the
revolution speed of screw conveyor in this section is 1 r/
min∼3 r/min. Since the depth of the selected shield interval
does not change much, it can be considered that P0 is
approximately constant. According to equation (1), it can
be found that the chamber earth pressure is approximately
proportional and negatively correlated with the ratio of
screw conveyor revolution speed to tunnelling speed.
Based on the measured data recorded at the construction
site of the shield tunnelling in the relying interval, the
scatter diagram of the chamber Earth pressure vs the ratio
of screw conveyor speed to tunnelling speed is drawn as
shown in Figure 3. From the figure, it can be concluded
that the chamber earth pressure is approximately pro-
portional to the ratio of screw conveyor revolution speed
to tunnelling speed when the shield is tunnelling in a full
section of soft ground, where R2 � 0.6747, indicating a
strong correlation. ,e slope is −179.154, indicating a
negative correlation, which is consistent with the pre-
diction. ,rough statistical regression analysis, the rela-
tionship between the chamber earth pressure and the ratio
of screw conveyor revolution speed to tunnelling speed in
the full section of soft ground is derived as shown in
following equation:

p �
−179.154N

v + 5.961
. (3)

3.1.2. Interrelationship of Total 8rust with the Revolution
Speed of Screw Conveyor and the Tunnelling Speed. Since the
depth of burial of the selected shield interval does not vary
much, it can be assumed that (F+P0 +KΔS) is approxi-
mately constant. According to equation (2), the total thrust
is approximately proportional and negatively correlated with
the ratio of screw conveyor revolution speed to tunnelling
speed. Based on the measured data recorded at the tun-
nelling construction site, the scatter plot of the total thrust vs
the ratio of screw conveyor speed to tunnelling speed is
drawn as shown in Figure 4.

From the figure, it can be seen that when the shield is dug
in a full section of soft ground, the total thrust is approx-
imately proportional to the ratio of screw conveyor speed to
tunnelling speed, where R2 � 0.3899, which is moderately
correlated. It is due to the fact that the F term has many
influencing factors and keeps changing during the digging
process, treating it as a constant term will cause the data in
the figure to deviate. ,e slope is −68991.125 and it is
negative correlation, which is consistent with the prediction.
,rough statistical regression analysis, the relationship be-
tween the total thrust and the ratio of screw conveyor
revolution speed to the tunnelling speed of the soft strata in
the full section is derived as shown in following equation

T �
−68991.125N

v + 2659.397
. (4)

3.1.3. Interrelationship of Cutterhead Torque with Total
8rust, Revolution Speed of Cutterhead, and Earth Pressure.
,e above analysis does not consider two important tun-
nelling parameters: the revolution speed of the cutterhead
and cutterhead torque. It is still difficult to derive the re-
lationship between the cutterhead torque and the revolution
speed of the cutterhead based entirely on the mathematical
physical model. ,erefore, a semi- empirical method is
adopted to derive them. According to many projects, it is
known that there is a certain linear relationship between the
cutterhead torque and the total thrust. Figure 5 shows the
scatter plot of the measured cutterhead torque and total
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Figure 3: N/v vs. p curve in full section soft strata.
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thrust data in the field. From the figure, it can be seen a
moderate correlation, R2 � 0.2811, when shield tunnelling in
soft strata. ,rough statistical regression analysis, the rela-
tionship between the cutterhead torque and total thrust for a
full section of soft strata is derived as shown in the following
equation:

M � 0.683T + 351.432. (5)

According to the theoretical analysis of Wang and Fu
[32], it can be assumed that the chamber earth pressure
has a direct effect on the magnitude of the cutterhead
torque. ,e scatter plot of the field measured chamber
earth pressure and cutterhead torque data is shown in
Figure 6. From the figure, it can be seen that there is a
moderate correlation between the cutterhead torque and
chamber earth pressure when tunnelling under soft strata,
which is stronger than the correlation between the total
thrust and the cutterhead torque mentioned above.
,rough statistical regression analysis, the relationship
between the cutterhead torque and chamber earth pres-
sure for a full section of soft strata is derived as shown in
following equation:

M � 423.372p + 302.471. (6)

,e faster the revolution speed of the cutterhead, the
higher the torque required. Figure 7 shows the scatter plot of
(chamber earth pressure× revolution speed of cutterhead)
vs. cutterhead torque data. From the figure, it can be seen
that there is a strong correlation between n·p and M with
R2 � 0.5921 when the shield is tunnelled under the soft strata.
,rough statistical regression analysis, the relationship be-
tween the cutterhead torque and (chamber earth pressur-
e× revolution speed of cutterhead) in soft strata is derived as
shown in the following equation::

M � 298.973np + 533.531. (7)

3.2. Analysis of the Relationship Law of Tunnelling Parameter
in the Upper-Soft and Lower-Hard Strata. At present, re-
search on the control of tunnelling parameters in the
upper-soft and lower-hard strata is still at a weak stage,
while the control of tunnelling parameters in the upper-soft
and lower-hard composite strata is the key to tunnel
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construction. In this section, based on the data recorded at
the construction site of interval tunnelling, the scatter
diagram between each main tunnelling parameter is fitted
by curves when the shield is tunnelled in the upper-soft and
lower-hard strata. ,e corresponding relationship curves
and relationship equations are derived, and the correlation
is evaluated using the decision coefficient R2.

3.2.1. Correlation between the Cutterhead Torque and the
Revolution Speed of Cutterhead. When tunnelling in the
upper-soft and lower-hard strata, the cutterhead torque is
generally larger due to the complex geological conditions
and difficulty of tunnelling. In order to control the shield
machine power, the revolution speed of cutterhead should
be reduced accordingly, when the cutterhead torque is
larger. Figure 8 shows the scatter plot of the cutterhead
torque vs the revolution speed of the cutterhead. From the
figure, it can be seen that there is a medium correlation
between the revolution speed of cutterhead and the cut-
terhead torque when the shield tunnelling in the upper-soft
and lower-hard strata. ,e revolution speed of cutterhead
tends to increase first and then decrease with the increase of
the cutterhead torque. According to the equation of the fitted
curve, when the cutterhead torque is less than 1250 kN·m,
the revolution speed of cutterhead increases slowly with the
cutterhead torque; when the cutterhead torque is greater
than 1250 kN·m, the revolution speed of cutterhead shows a
decreasing trend with the increase of the cutterhead torque.
,is is due to the fact that in the upper-soft and lower-hard
strata, the cutterhead torque is generally larger, sometimes
even reaching its shield rated torque value, and the revo-
lution speed of the cutterhead needs to be reduced in order
to control the power of shield tunnelling. From the per-
spective of controlling cutter deflection wear, the revolution
speed of the cutterhead should also be reduced. ,rough
statistical regression analysis, the relationship between the
revolution speed of the cutterhead and the cutterhead torque
is shown in equation (8) when shield tunnelling in the
upper-soft and lower-hard strata.

n � −1.100M
2

+ 3.051M + 1.374. (8)

3.2.2. 8e Correlation of the Cutterhead Torque with Total
8rust and Penetration. For the same surrounding rock,
increasing penetration inevitably increases torque, which
means that the torque increases with increasing penetration
in the same surrounding rock conditions. In addition, there
is an inherent relationship between the total thrust and the
cutterhead torque. Based on the data recorded in the field
when the shield tunnelling in the upper-soft and lower-hard
strata of the inter district tunnel project, the scatter diagrams
of the cutterhead torque vs penetration and total thrust are
drawn as shown in Figures 9 and 10, respectively.

From the figure, it can be seen that the coefficient of
determination R2 between penetration and the cutterhead
torque is 0.579, and the coefficient of determination R2

between total thrust and the cutterhead torque is 0.555 when

shield tunnelling in the upper-soft and lower-hard strata,
both of which show a moderate correlation. ,is is because
the relationship between the cutterhead torque, the total
thrust, and penetration is mainly influenced by human
control due to the complex geology of the upper-soft and
lower-hard strata. ,e difficulty in tunnelling and many
other factors need to be considered. ,rough statistical
regression analysis, the relationship between the cutterhead
torque and penetration is shown in equation (9). ,e re-
lationship between the cutterhead torque and total thrust
when shield tunnelling in the upper-soft and lower-hard
strata is shown in the following equation:

PG � 0.004M − 2.972, (9)

T � 0.313M + 1981.871. (10)

3.2.3. 8e Interrelationship between Penetration and Total
8rust. ,e penetration and the total thrust are the two main
parameters of the excavation construction.,epenetration and
the total thrust are intrinsically related, and the magnitude of
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the penetration is determined by the magnitude of the total
thrust. In general, the higher the total thrust, the higher the
penetration. Based on the measured penetration and total
thrust data recorded at the tunnel site, the total thrust vs.
penetration scatter diagram is drawn, as shown in Figure 11.
From the figure, it can be seen that there is a positive corre-
lation between the penetration and the total thrust when shield
tunnelling in the upper-soft and lower-hard strata and
R2� 0.5762, which is a strong correlation. ,e penetration
increases with the increase of the total thrust. ,rough sta-
tistical regression analysis, the relationship between the pen-
etration and the total thrust for tunnelling in the upper-soft and
lower-hard strata is shown in the following equation:

PG � 0.0097T − 19.042. (11)

3.2.4. 8e Interrelationship between Chamber Earth Pressure
and Total 8rust. ,e chamber earth pressure is related to
the balance of the palm surface and is one of the key pa-
rameters for surface settlement control. Based on the
measured chamber earth pressure and total thrust data
recorded at the tunnel site, the scatter diagram of the
chamber earth pressure and total thrust is drawn, as shown
in Figure 12. From the figure, it can be seen that there is no
correlation between the chamber earth pressure and the total
thrust at when tunnelling in the upper-soft and lower-hard
strata. ,is is because the geology is complicated in the
upper-soft and lower-hard strata. In such circumstances, the
excavation is difficult and the surface settlement is not easily
controlled. In order to strictly control the surface settlement,
the chamber earth pressure needs to be controlled in a
relatively high range.,ematching relationship between the
chamber earth pressure and the total thrust is mainly
influenced by human control, which is reflected as the
human control variable relationship. ,rough statistical
regression analysis, the relationship between the chamber
earth pressure and total thrust during excavation in the
upper-soft and lower-hard strata is shown in the following
equation:

p � −4.036T + 3.216. (12)

3.3. Analysis of the Relationship Law between Each Tunnelling
Parameter in Full-Section Hard Rock Strata. In this section,
based on the data recorded at the construction site of the
interval tunnel, the relationship between penetration, total
thrust, cutterhead torque, revolution speed of the cutterhead,
and tunnelling speed is studied. ,e relationship between each
major tunnelling parameter when the shield is tunnelled
through a full section of hard rock strata is fitted by curves, and
the corresponding relationship curves and relationship equa-
tions are derived. ,e R2 is used to evaluate the correlation.

3.3.1. 8e Correlation of Penetration with Total 8rust and
Cutterhead Torque. ,e penetration is an important index
of cutter breaking. In general, the penetration is directly
related to the total thrust and the cutterhead torque, and the
penetration can be controlled by adjusting the total thrust
and the cutterhead torque. According to the data recorded at
the tunnel boring construction site, the scatter plots of
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penetration vs total thrust and cutterhead torque are shown
in Figures 13 and 14. From the graphs, it can be concluded
that there is a positive correlation between the total thrust
and the penetration when shield tunnelling in full-section
hard rock strata. And R2 � 0.3086, which shows a medium
correlation. ,e total thrust increases with the increase of
penetration. ,ere is a positive correlation between the
cutterhead torque and penetration. And R2 � 0.482, which
shows a moderate correlation. ,e cutterhead torque in-
creases with the increase of penetration. ,rough statistical
regression analysis, the relationship between the penetration
and total thrust when shield tunnelling in hard rock strata is
shown in equation (13). ,e relationship between pene-
tration and cutterhead torque is shown in equation (14):

T � 107.977PG + 1299.638, (13)

M � 133.906PG + 550.712. (14)

3.3.2. 8e Interrelationship of Revolution Speed of Cutterhead
with Cutterhead Torque and Total 8rust. ,e revolution
speed of the cutterhead is related to the efficiency of tun-
nelling. ,ere is a direct relationship between the revolution
speed of the cutterhead and cutterhead torque, which is also
intrinsically related to the total thrust. According to the data
recorded at the tunnel excavation site, the scatter diagrams
of the revolution speed of the cutterhead vs cutterhead
torque and total thrust are drawn, as shown in Figures 15
and 16. From the figure, it can be seen that there is a negative
correlation between the cutterhead torque and the revolu-
tion speed of cutterhead. And R2 � 0.3568, which shows a
medium correlation. As the cutter speed increases, the
cutterhead torque demand is decreasing. ,ere is a negative
correlation between total thrust and revolution speed of
cutterhead. And R2 � 0.5680, which shows a strong corre-
lation. As the revolution speed of the cutterhead increases,
the total thrust demand is decreasing. ,rough statistical
regression analysis, the relationship between the revolution
speed and cutterhead torque is derived as shown in equation

(15).,e relationship between the revolution speed and total
thrust of the cutterhead is derived as shown in equation (16):

M � −1312.277n + 4479.059, (15)

T � −1667.931n + 5671.077. (16)

3.3.3. 8e Interrelationship of Tunnelling Speed with Total
8rust and Cutterhead Torque. ,e tunnelling speed is an
intuitive indicator of the efficiency of shield tunnelling con-
struction, and the tunnelling speed is mainly controlled by the
total thrust and cutterhead torque. Based on the data recorded
at the tunnel excavation site, the scatter diagrams of tunnelling
speed vs. cutterhead torque and total thrust are drawn, as
shown in Figures 17 and 18, respectively. From the figure, it can
be seen that there is a positive correlation between total thrust
and tunnelling speed when shield tunnelling in hard rock
strata. And R2� 0.8321, which shows a strong correlation. As
the tunnelling speed increases, the total thrust demand also
increases. ,ere is a positive correlation between the torque of
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the cuttterhead and the tunnelling speed. And R2� 0.4912,
which shows a medium correlation. As the tunnelling speed
increases, the cutterhead torque also increases.

T � 117.404v + 38.714,

M � 88.605v + 123.342.
(17)

4. Conclusion

In the shield construction of composite strata, the selection
of tunnelling parameters is closely related to the tunnelling
efficiency and tunnelling safety. ,is paper investigates the
laws of tunnelling parameters such as shield tunnelling
speed, thrust, and torque, as well as the intrinsic relationship
between each tunnelling parameter to provide reference for
the control of shield construction parameters in composite
strata. ,e following conclusions are drawn:

(1) ,e relationship between the cutterhead torque, the
total thrust, and penetration is mainly influenced by
human control due to the complex geology of the
upper-soft and lower-hard strata. ,e difficulty in
tunnelling and many other factors need to be
considered.

(2) In order to strictly control the surface settlement in
the upper-soft and lower-hard strata, the chamber
earth pressure needs to be controlled in a relatively
high range. ,e matching relationship between the
chamber earth pressure and the total thrust is mainly
influenced by human control.

(3) ,rough the mathematical and statistical analysis of
a large number of similar projects, more accurate and
widely applicable tunnelling parameter control
standards, and control methods based on actual
engineering experience can be derived.
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